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	Title: How Clean is Mr. Clean?
	School: St. John the Baptist, Longmont
	Sponsor: Rachel Arney
	Abstract: The purpose of this experiment was to determine which surface in the common household was home to the most bacteria and which cleaner was most effective in eliminating that bacteria. I predicted that after testing a kitchen countertop, a toilet seat cover, and a bathroom doorknob, then the bathroom doorknob would contain the most bacteria and if I cleaned that surface with three common household cleaners, then Lysol would be the most effective at eliminating the bacteria.

The experiment involved using swabs and Petri dishes to collect and grow bacteria from three surfaces. Three trials were conducted for each surface. These trials indicated that the kitchen counter contained the most bacteria. The counter was then separated into three sections where each of the cleaners was applied. Three more trials were conducted for each cleaner. 

The data collected indicated that my hypothesis was partially accurate. The average amount of bacteria on the bathroom doorknob was about 13%. The toilet seat cover contained an average of about 28%. The countertop contained an average of around 79%. The latter half of my hypothesis was accurate, however, indicating that Lysol left about 0.4% of bacteria, Mr. Clean left about 11%, and Mrs. Meyer’s left around 9%. 

These findings lead me to believe that bacteria is most present on a kitchen countertop and that Lysol All-Purpose Cleaner is the most effective at eliminating that bacteria. Currently, Lysol is the most cost-efficient of the three cleaners at $3.59.
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